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American Horror Story
Apocalypse Quiz 1

1. In the near future, what has destroyed the World?

2. Thanks to her family's private plane, billionaire socialite Coco St. Pierre Vanderbilt manages to
escape the destruction of Los Angeles with which 3 companions?

3. Who tries to meet Coco with the plane but is stranded in Los Angeles?

4. What is the name of the organization who selects young adults to save from the apocalypse, based
on their genetic makeup?

5. Outpost 3 is led by which two characters?

6. How many months have passed until the situation and food supplies are critical at Outpost 3?

7. What is the name of the man that arrives from The Cooperative who announces that he will judge
who deserves to be truly saved?

8. After a confrontation with Michael Langdon, Mr. Gallant is caught having sex with _________ by his
grandmother Evie?

9. Who brutally and unknowingly kills Evie by stabbing her to death in a bedroom, believing her to be
the Rubber Man?

10. Timothy and Emily are caught in bed and are sentenced to death. Timothy shoots Miriam Mead in
the stomach. What does her wound reveal?

11. Who does Michael Langdon reveal his true demonic form to?

12. What does Mead suggest to Venable when Venable confides she has not been selected to move on to
the Sanctuary?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Nuclear Missiles
2. Her assistant Mallory, her hairdresser Mr. Gallant,

and his grandmother, Evie
3. Coco's boyfriend, Brock
4. The Cooperative
5. Ms. Wilhemina Venable and her assistant Ms.

Mead
6. 18 months

7. Michael Langdon
8. The Rubber Man
9. Mr. Gallant
10. A torso full of white fluid and circuitry (She is an

Android)
11. Mallory
12. That they kill everyone

1. In the near future, what has destroyed the World?

2. Thanks to her family's private plane, billionaire socialite Coco St. Pierre Vanderbilt manages to
escape the destruction of Los Angeles with which 3 companions?

3. Who tries to meet Coco with the plane but is stranded in Los Angeles?

4. What is the name of the organization who selects young adults to save from the apocalypse, based
on their genetic makeup?

5. Outpost 3 is led by which two characters?

6. How many months have passed until the situation and food supplies are critical at Outpost 3?

7. What is the name of the man that arrives from The Cooperative who announces that he will judge
who deserves to be truly saved?

8. After a confrontation with Michael Langdon, Mr. Gallant is caught having sex with _________ by his
grandmother Evie?

9. Who brutally and unknowingly kills Evie by stabbing her to death in a bedroom, believing her to be
the Rubber Man?

10. Timothy and Emily are caught in bed and are sentenced to death. Timothy shoots Miriam Mead in
the stomach. What does her wound reveal?

11. Who does Michael Langdon reveal his true demonic form to?

12. What does Mead suggest to Venable when Venable confides she has not been selected to move on to
the Sanctuary?
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